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Abstract
In heterogeneous 3D System-on-Chips (SoCs), NoCs with uniform properties suffer one major limitation; the clock frequency
of routers varies due to different manufacturing technologies. For
example, digital nodes allow for a higher clock frequency of routers
than mixed-signal nodes. This large frequency gap is commonly
tackled by complex and expensive pseudo-mesochronous or asynchronous router architectures. Here, a more efficient approach is
chosen to bridge the frequency gap. We propose to use a heterogeneous network architecture. We show that reducing the number
of VCs allows to bridge a frequency gap of up to 2×. We achieve
a system-level latency improvement of up to 47% for uniform random traffic and up to 59% for PARSEC benchmarks, a maximum
throughput increase of 50%, up to 68% reduced area and 38% reduced power in an exemplary setting combining 15-nm digital
and 30-nm mixed-signal nodes and comparing against a homogeneous synchronous network architecture. Versus asynchronous and
pseudo-mesochronous router architectures, the proposed optimization consistently performs better in area, in power and the average
flit latency improvement can be larger than 51%.

1

Introduction

3D integration allows to vertically integrate chips by stacking with
Through-Silicon Via (TSV)-based links, by monolithic integration
using monolithic inter-tier vias (MIVs) or by face-to-face bonding
using a flipped chip. From a technology perspective, the optimization potential of 3D integration is large with improved performance,
power and area (PPA) [6]. Ultimately, 3D integration also challenges
fundamental limitations of computation by reducing compute time
asymptotically from 𝑡 to 𝑡 0.75 [16]. These encouraging promises
make it worth tackling thermal limitation and limited yield [15].
Heterogeneous 3D integration [26] is game-changing. While the
technology of all dies is equivalent in homogeneous 3D integrated
circuits (3D ICs), e.g., [20], heterogeneous integration allows to
align the technologies of dies with the requirements of the components integrated (e.g., processors in 15nm logic dies interleaved

with memory in a 22nm die [25]). As even larger PPA gains are
possible than in homogeneous 3D ICs, commercial products have
been announced, e.g., Intel Lakefield with Foveros 3D technology.
3D integration allows manifold architectural innovations like
new processor architectures [7] which are not possible with contemporary planar chips by using the third dimension. For interconnection architectures, there has been vast research effort, as well,
especially for 3D NoCs. These works usually assume homogeneous
3D integration using identical manufacturing technologies for dies.
Therefore, homogeneous and heterogeneous network architectures
exist; homogeneous architectures extend the traditional 2D NoC to a
third dimension primarily exploiting topology advantages [19]; heterogeneous architectures mainly target application-specific NoCs
with non-uniform resource distribution, e.g., by providing more
buffers and VCs in network areas with more application traffic [17].
Few works exist on architectures for heterogeneous 3D ICs.
In previous works on NoCs for heterogeneous 3D ICs [10, 12],
two challenging integration issues have been identified:
Varying area: In homogeneous 3D ICs, the size of logic and memory
is independent of their die. This is not the case for heterogeneous
3D ICs. In other words, iso-architectures for routers do not yield
iso-area among dies. This can be exploited to improve PPA: In [10],
buffer resources are split up among routers so that area and power
are saved in mixed-signal dies. [10] improves power up to 15% and
area up to 28% vs. a homogeneous network architecture.
Varying clock frequency: The achievable clock frequency differs
with dies in heterogeneous 3D ICs. In other words iso-architectures
for routers do not yield iso-frequency among dies. The resulting frequency gap can be larger than factor 16 [12]. Thus, it is suboptimal
to use a homogeneous network architecture and clock the routers
in the faster technology nodes below their capability as this will reduce system performance. Asynchronous or pseudo-mesochronous
routers are not optimal either, because they do not fully levitate
throughput bottlenecks and come at area costs [4, 12, 13, 24].
To summarize, in heterogeneous 3D ICs, NoCs encounter challenging integration issues; Especially, varying clock frequencies
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Figure 1: Different achievable clock frequency factor (𝑐 𝑓 ) for
180nm mixed-signal vs. digital nodes. Fig. based on [12]
limit system performance. In this work, we tackle this by using
a heterogeneous network architectures. Specifically, we propose
an optimization that uses VC-less routers in parts of the network;
this allows to increase the clock frequency of these routers while
being implemented in a less-scaled technology or mixed-signal
node. Even though the VC-less routers provide less performance
capabilities locally, the global system-performance will increase
from matched clock frequencies. By that, we bridge the frequency
gap found in NoCs for heterogeneous 3D ICs, improve PPA and
reduce design complexity. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is the first work to use a heterogeneous network architecture
to tackle technology-imposed performance limitations.

2

Related Work

Many works adapt the network architecture of NoCs by optimizing
the VC count and the buffer depth. STORM [21] optimizes the
router architectures by leveraging traffic pattern biases, introducing
destination-based VC partitioning. It offers lower latency and higher
throughput at small area costs. [9] proposes a greedy algorithm to
allocate buffer resources in different input channels on a 2D Mesh
network to match the application traffic characteristics. ViChaR [17]
utilizes a unified buffer structure, that could dynamically allocate
the number of VC and the buffer depth, to fit current traffic load.
Thus, ViChaR uses the application-traffic to optimize the VC count.
Due to 3D’s promises, there are many works on 3D NoCs regarding network topology [2], routing algorithms [1], router architectures [21], vertical link placement [5], etc. However, the research
focus of these previous works is dissimilar to this paper’s approach.

3

Background

A heterogeneity in 3D SoC yields new challenges for NoC architectures, mainly varying area and clock frequency. To adopt to this,
previous works advocate heterogeneous network architectures, i.e.,
routers that do vary among layers. [10] distributes router memory
non-uniformly over layers to reduce area and power by trading
a small performance loss. [12] focuses on routing algorithms to
send packets along the fastest routes in the network accepting
nonuniform router utilization.
One observation of [12] is that the clock frequency of uniform
(homogeneous) routers synthesized for disparate technologies varies
significantly. The model for the clock scaling factor 𝑐 𝑓 [12, Eq. 3]
expresses this deviation. It is between 4× to 16× combining digital
and mixed-signal nodes with a difference in feature size of 1:2 and
1:4 as shown in Fig. 1 (For example, this could be applied to 15 nm
digital technology and 30 nm or 60 nm mixed-signal node, respectively.). This means, that the same architecture can be clocked up
to 16× faster in a digital than a mixed-signal node.
This large clock-speed difference leaves two consequences. First,
the latency for a packet transmission at the same distance varies

traffic load difference
digital vs
mixed signal layer

clock factor 𝑐 𝑓
vs 180nm
mixed-signal
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Figure 2: Load difference between the digital and the mixedsignal dies for uniform random traffic.
between dies. Second, the throughput of a packet transmission
is limited by the slowest-clocked router along a path. For these
systems, there are three network architectures so far:
1) Homogeneous synchronous routers are all clocked the same.
Thus, the network is limited by the slowest frequency, commonly
found in the layer in the mixed-signal node. This does not improve
latency or throughput but is a straight-forward architecture.
2) Homogeneous asynchronous routers clock as fast as possible.
This is a viable option but does not improve throughput. It requires
additional logic to synchronize between layers.
3) Pseudo-mesochronous routers [12] improve throughput and
latency by a technology-architecture co-optimization. Throughput limitations are tackled by the pseudo-mesochronous router
architecture. It combines multiple smaller flits into multi-flit transmission using mesochronous shift registers between dies improving
throughput by 2×. This is only possible at reasonable area costs
because ZXYZ routing limits the number of throughput-critical
paths. Latency limitations are tackled by the ZXYZ routing algorithm. In a nutshell, packets are sent along paths that offer the
best latency under zero load, even if this means a detour through a
neighbored faster clocked layer. This allows for an average latency
improvement of 2.26× in a Vision SoC case study. However, the
non-standard routing algorithm poses one important shortcoming.
As packets take detours, the load on the digital layers is increased.
While ZXYZ routing was proven beneficial for use cases such as
camera chips, it is not applicable universally. Fig 2 shows the load
difference between the digital and the mixed-signal dies in a 4×4×2
and a 8×8×2 NoC depending on the threshold for taking a detour,
measured in hop counts. Links at the edges of the network and links
inside the network are differentiated. The data are obtained from
a mathematical model using the bisection width of the network
and are cross-validated against simulations. (Later on, our simulations with uniform random traffic prove the point, cf. Fig. 5). The
load difference is consistently above 5× for all evaluated scenarios,
but can be up to 512×. An off-the-shelf solution for this would be
resource redistribution on network level, such as ViChar [17]. It
allows to increase the buffer depths and VC count in the digital
layer. However, this is not applicable realistically, because the load
difference is too large, effectively. Therefore, using standard XYZ
routing algorithm is preferable, as done in this work.
More generally, both the asynchronous or pseudo-mesochronous
architectures have two further shortcomings. First, frequency differences induce throughput bottlenecks between clock domains.
Second, a synchronization logic between the different clock domains in each layer is required at additional area and performance
costs. In [4], the transmission speed is reduced by one hop and the
router logic is increased by 10% [4, Tab. II]. [24] has similar results.
[13] requires 4.4% more total NoC area [13, Table 2]. To summarize,
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Table 1: Maximum achievable clock frequency for inputbuffered 3D routers in a 4×4×2 NoC.

15 nm digital node
30 nm mixed-signal node

1 VC
buffer depth ≤ 8
4 GHz
1 GHz

≥ 2 VCs
buffer depth ≤ 8
2 Ghz
0.5 GHz

these three asynchronous 3D NoCs induces approx. ≤10% area costs.
Furthermore, their custom physical design drives the design complexity. The same considerations hold for the pseudo-mesochronous
architecture, as the router logic is modified. It accommodates one
additional crossbar (cf. [12, Fig. 10]) and modified input-buffers
[12, Figs. 13, 15, 16] increasing the router logic area by 10.6% for a
design with comparable parameters to the previous ones [12, Sec.
VIII-D]. The modified input-buffers drive physical design complexity: If the buffers are implemented in the digital layer, a large TSV
array will be required to transmit data in parallel. This reduces
yeild. If the buffers are located in the mixed-signal layer, a serial
transmission is possible through a smaller TSV array but requiring
the buffer to be driven by the digital layer’s clock using a dedicated
TSV. To summarize, the design complexity for asynchronous and
pseudo-mesochronous routers are far from trivial and a networkarchitecture based solution is preferable.

4

Architectural Optimization

In summary of the background, we identify shortcomings of previous solutions that this work tackles with an optimized architecture:
(1) Homogeneous synchronous NoCs are globally clocked at a
slow frequency.
(2) Homogeneous asynchronous NoCs yield area overheads of
approx. 10% vs. synchronous routers.
(3) Heterogeneous pseudo-mesochronous NoCs yields a similar area overhead of 10% for synchronization and are not
universally applicable for all traffic patterns.
The key idea of this paper is applying a heterogeneous synchronous architecture using VC-less routers in the mixed-signal layers.
Being VC-less increases the maximum achievable clock speed so
that we can use a synchronous architecture instead of paying the
costs of asynchronicity. To elucidate that point further, we implemented an input-buffered 3D NoC on RTL and synthesized it
using 15 nm Nangate Open Cell Library (OCL) targeting 0.5 GHz,
1 GHz, 2 GHz and 4 GHz and scale this for 30 nm mixed-signal (crossvalidated data). The timing is violated for a 2 GHz target frequency
when the number of VCs is ≥12 and buffer depth is ≥8 flits. With a
target frequency of4 GHz, the timing constraint is violated for all
except the VC-less router as a result of a less complex router architecture. The results are summarized in Table 1. We found that the
buffer depth merely effects the achievable clock frequency. To conclude, we can double the clock frequency of the NoC by removing
VCs in the mixed-signal layer.
Taking advantage of a globally increased clock frequency from
partially VC-less routers, leads to the proposed architectural optimization shown in Table 2. In all three existing approaches, the
routers have the equal number of VCs. In the homogeneous synchronous architecture, the clock frequency is limited by the slowest
routers in the mixed-signal layer at 0.5 GHz. In the homogeneous
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asynchronous and the pseudo-mesochronous architectures, the
routers in the digital layer are clocked to their full capability of
2 GHz. Our proposed optimized heterogeneous synchronous architecture removes the VCs in the mixed-signal layer to achieve an
improved clock frequency of 1 GHz for the whole system.
The proposed heterogeneous architecture opt for a VC-less router.
This enables a better area and power; E.g., it is well-known that
VC-less routers can achieve over a magnitude of area reductions.
The next positive outcome of the proposed heterogeneous synchronous architecture is that it results in a rather straight-forward
physical design. Although the performance of VC-less routers in
the mixed-signal layers is reduced locally, we will show that the
overall system performance increases from clock frequency gains.
To summarize, the analysis of various network architectures
show that VC-less routers can achieve 2× clock frequency compared with routers with more than 2 VCs implemented in the same
technology. Therefore, using VC-less routers instead of routers with
VCs in mixed-signal, i.e, less-scaled, technologies is able to bridge
the frequency gap present in a 3D heterogeneous integration.

4.1

Limitations

Multiprocessors often rely on request-reply communication protocols (e.g., for cache coherence), in which VCs are used to avoid
request-reply protocol deadlocks. Similarly, system-level deadlock
might occur despite the deadlock-free routing algorithm for dependencies in mapped task-graphs. In our VC-less architecture, this is
avoided by using subactive methods, e.g., DRAIN [18]. Furthermore,
VC-less routers are only used in mixed-signal layers that typically
will not host cores of multiprocessors.

5

Evaluation

Area, power and network performance, i.e., maximum achievable
throughput and flit latency are analyzed. Even though thermal
performance plays an important role in 3D ICs in general, we do
not analyze it here, because thermal performance is mainly driven
by the processing elements and not the routers.
We use a two-layer 3D IC that allows to evaluate the effects
of heterogeneous 3D integration that combines a 15 nm digital
node with a 30 nm mixed-signal node. This is a representative
example for a heterogeneous 3D IC as it has a similar difference
in scaling as found in [14]. We compare the three most common
3D manufacturing techniques; stacked 3D integration using TSVs;
monolithic 3D integration using MIVs; and face-to-face bonding
for two layers, in which one is flipped.
We implement a 8×8×2 NoC using 3D mesh topology as an
exemplary evaluation platform. The routers are input-buffered with
4 and 8 VCs. We use XYZ routing and set the packet length to 16
flit. We evaluate 4 and 8 flit deep input buffers as representative
points in the design space with 25% and 50% of the packet length.
The Ratatoskr design framework [11] is used for evaluations. It
provides a hardware implementation of the network. We simulate
the NoC using its cycle-accurate simulator.
The optimized architecture (heterogeneous, synchronous) is compared against 1) the conventional architecture (homogeneous, synchronous), against 2) the asynchronous architecture (homogeneous,
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Figure 3: Area savings for 4
flit deep buffers (MIVs).

To summarize, the pseudo-mesochronous pays a hefty area-price
shy of 70% for the same throughput as in the optimized architecture.
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Figure 4: Power saving for 4
flit deep buffers (MIVs).

asynchronous), and against 3) the pseudo-mesochronous architecture (heterogeneous, asynchronous) [12]. The properties of the
architectures are shown in Table 2, including the maximum clock
frequency for the aforementioned setting based on synthesis results.

5.1

Area

We synthesize the routers for 15 nm digital node, scale the results
for an exemplary 30 nm mixed-signal node (models from [12]) and
cross-validate against a 28 nm node. Links are 32b wide. The area of
TSVs and keep-out-zones (KOZ) is from [23]; the MIV area from [3].
The results for 4 and 8 VCs are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
5.1.1 Optimized vs. conventional Using the optimized architecture,
we save 48.1% to 57.9% NoC area in comparison against the conventional one. We observe two trends in Tables 3 and 4. First, the area
savings are higher for higher VCs count or buffer depths. This trend
is shown in Fig. 3, in which the area savings comparing the optimized vs. the conventional architecture are plotted for a varying
number of VCs. The trend is as expected, because more VCs from
the conventional architecture are removed. Second, the optimized
architecture saves more area using MIVs or face-to-face bonding
than using TSVs; reason being the larger area for TSVs and KOZ.
However, this difference between the 3D manufacturing methods
is small when comparing the two architectures as the savings from
buffer area by reducing the VC count outnumbers the savings from
moving away from TSVs.
To summarize, 48.1% area savings (4 VCs, 4 flit deep buffers) with
the optimized architecture meets expectations. As the resources on
the mixed signal layer are reduced, the NoC area declines.
5.1.2 Optimized vs. Asynchronous We achieve between 48.1% and
57.9% area savings in vs. an asynchronous design. We did not synthesize a handshaking logic between the clock regions as this requires
an physical design effort beyond an architectural optimization. Exemplary designs [4, 13, 24] show, the synchronization along adds
a logic overhead of approx. 10%. Thus, the real area savings are
expected to be larger than the ones reported. The trends in the data
are identical to those seen in the previous comparison.
To summarize, the asynchronous architecture requires more area
than the proposed optimized architecture.
5.1.3 Optimized vs. Pseudo-mesochronous Comparing the proposed
architecture against the pseudo-mesochronous one, we observe
larger area savings of 58.4% to 68.3% than in the previous evaluations. Since the pseudo-mesochronous router targets increased
throughput, it requires additional logic for buffering of multi-flits
and a second crossbar (cf. [12, Fig. 14]). The results here do not
account for this, so that the actual area savings will be higher.

Power

We compare the static power of the optimized architecture with
the conventional architecture. We do not conduct a power analysis
for the other architectures as a considerable portion of the power
consumption depends on the synchronization logic, which is a
physical design challenge and not an architectural problem. E.g., the
pseudo-mesochronous router requires a shift register in the mixedsignal layer in a separate clock region driven by the clock network
of the digital layer using a vertical link to propagate the clock signal
or a very large array of TSVs/MIVs, as explained above. A power
analysis would require a simulation on the level of individual wires
and transistors. As we do not optimize the synchronization logic
here as we target an architectural optimization.
We compare the power of a 3D IC with TSVs, MIVs and faceto-face bonding against 2D IC. The RC-parasitics of wires, TSVs
and MIVs vary: TSVs have a very high capacitance of about 10fF
[23], which will increase energy consumption, while MIV only
have about 0.2fF capacitance [22]. The power results are shown in
Tables 3 and 4. We see that the power savings do not depend on
the 3D integration technology at the given accuracy (rounding),
because the power differences are a small constant offset to all
architectures that evens out at the comparison.
5.2.1 Optimized vs. conventional The optimized network architecture saves between 4.4% to 37.7% power for the given configuration
with 4/8 VCs and 4/8 flit deep buffers. The power savings are higher
for more VCs and an increased buffer depth. This trend is generally
similar to the one for area. However, there is an important difference; Fig. 4 plots the power savings comparing the optimized vs.
the conventional architecture for a varying number of VCs. While
we are able to save area for 2 VCs (cf. Fig. 3), this is not the case
for power, in which the NoC draws nearly 80% more. Reason being
that the higher clocked router with a single VC in the mixed signal
layer draws a disproportional higher amount of power because it
is clocked at the very limit of the circuit for that technology node.
To summarize, the optimized architecture allows to save 4% to
38% power vs. the conventional one despite of its higher clock frequency. However, power savings are not given for all parameters, as
the higher clock may result in disproportionate power consumption
in mixed-signal layers.
5.2.2 Optimized vs. Asynchronous and vs. Pseudo-mesochronous
One can expect that the power consumption of both the asynchronous and the pseudo-mesochronous router are higher than the
conventional router as of the synchronization logic. Therefore, the
proposed optimization improves the power consumption in general.

5.3

Performance

For the performance evaluation, we use synthetic uniform random
traffic pattern (urand) and PARSEC benchmarks (Netrace [8]). The
results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for urand traffic (averaging from
0.02% to 1.8% injection rates in packets/cycle for 16 flits/packet) and
in Fig. 6 for the PARSEC.
5.3.1 Optimized vs. conventional The average latency improvement
for urand traffic comparing the optimized vs. the conventional
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Table 2: Architectural options of a 3D NoC using exemplary 3D IC with 15 nm digital and 30 nm mixed-signal nodes.
Conventional
Homogeneous
Synchronous

Asynchronous
Homogeneous
Asynchronous

Pseudo-mesochronous [12]
Heterogeneous
Asynchronous

Optimized
Heterogeneous
Synchronous

2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
0.5 GHz
2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
0.5 GHz

2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
2 GHz
2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
0.5 GHz

2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
2 GHz
2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
0.5 GHz

2-8 VCs, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
1 GHz
1 VC, ≤ 8 Buffer Depth
1 GHz

Architecture
Timing
15 nm digital
30 nm mixed signal

Table 3: PPA gains and losses for a 8×8×2 NoC with 4 VCs.
4 VCs
Δ Area

Buffer Depth = 4 flits
Δ Flit lat.
Δ Max
Δ Power
urand (avg) throughput

Δ Area

Buffer Depth = 8 flits
Δ Flit lat.
Δ Max
Δ Power
urand (avg) throughput

Optimized vs.
conventional

TSV
MIV
face-to-face

-48.1%
-49.0%
-49.0%

-4.4%
-4.4%
-4.4%

+30.6%

+50%

-48.8%
-49.3%
-49.3%

-15.9%
-15.9%
-15.9%

+46.9%

+50%

Optimized vs.
asynchronous

TSV
MIV
face-to-face

≥ -48.1%
≥ -49.0%
≥ -49.0%

n.a.

-6.1%

+50%

≥ -48.8%
≥ -49.3%
≥ -49.3%

n.a.

-19.2%

+50%

Optimized vs. pseudomesochronous [12]

TSV
MIV
face-to-face

≥ -58.4%
≥ -59.4%
≥ -59.4%

n.a.

+45.4%

+0%

≥ -59.2%
≥ -59.7%
≥ -59.7%

n.a.

‘+43.0%

+0%

Table 4: PPA gains and losses for a 8×8×2 NoC with 8 VCs.
8 VCs
Δ Area

Buffer Depth = 4 flits
Δ Flit lat.
Δ Max
urand(avg) throughput

Δ Power

TSV
MIV
face-to-face

-57.3%
-57.8%
-57.8%

-28.6%
-28.6%
-28.6%

+20.9%

+50%

-57.6%
-57.9%
-57.9%

-37.7%
-37.7%
-37.7%

+6.1%

+50%

Optimized vs.
asynchronous

TSV
MIV
face-to-face

≥ -57.3%
≥ -57.8%
≥ -57.8%

n.a.

-21.3%

+50%

≥ -57.6%
≥ -57.9%
≥ -57.9%

n.a.

-46.2%

+50%

Optimized vs. pseudomesochronous [12]

TSV
MIV
face-to-face

≥ -67.7%
≥ -68.2%
≥ -68.2%

n.a.

+37.6%

+0%

≥ -68.0%
≥ -68.3%
≥ -68.3%

n.a.

+30.4%

+0%

Latencies in [ns]

175
150
125
100
75
50
0.2% 0.6% 1.0% 1.4% 1.8% 2.2%
Injection Rate

(a) 4 VCs, buffer depth of 4 flits

(b) 4 VCs, buffer depth of 8 flits

Latencies in [ns]

100
Latencies in [ns]

Buffer Depth = 8 flits
Δ Flit lat.
Δ Max
urand (avg) throughput

Δ Power

Optimized vs.
conventional

Conventional

80
60
40
0.2%

Δ Area

0.6% 1.0% 1.4%
Injection Rate

175
150
125
100
75
50

1.8%

0.2% 0.6% 1.0% 1.4% 1.8% 2.2%
Injection Rate

(c) 8 VCs, buffer depth of 4 flits

(d) 8 VCs, buffer depth of 8 flits

Figure 5: Flit latency, uniform random traffic (8x8x2 NoC).

architecture is shown in Tables 3 and 4. The maximum achievable
throughput for the optimized architecture is +50% better than that
of the conventional one as easily calculated from the clock speeds.
For urand traffic, the optimized architecture achieves 20.9% to
46.9% better average latency. A more detailed view is given in Fig. 5
for different injection rates. The conventional (red) is consistently
slower than the optimized architecture (blue). Only for 8 VCs and 8
flit deep buffers, the performance is similar for medium injection
rates between 1% to 1.5% packets/cycle.
The results for PARSEC benchmarks are shown in Fig. 6. Comparing the optimized vs. the conventional architecture, the minimum
improvement of flit latency is 31% for ferret with 4 VCs and 4 flits
deep buffers. The maximum improvement of 59% is observed for
vips with 4 VCs and 8 flits deep buffers. The average improvement
in latency for individual benchmarks ranges from 42.5% to 51.5%;
the improvement is larger for more VCs and a larger buffer depth.
To summarize, the optimized architecture outperforms the conventional architecture in terms of flit latency and maximum achievable throughput. There are some cases where the latency is on par,
but the area and power savings are the highest in these cases.
5.3.2 Optimized vs. Asynchronous For urand traffic, the optimized vs.
the asynchronous architecture yields a between 6.1% to 46.2% worse
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(b) 4 VCs, buffer depth of 8 flits
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approx. 48% - 58%, the power savings of approx. ≥ 4% - 38% and the
improved throughput make the proposed architecture a compelling
low-power and low-area alternative.
5.3.3 Optimized vs. Pseudo-mesochronous The optimized architecture offers better average latency between 30.4% to 45.4% and the
same maximum achievable throughput as the pseudo-mesochronous
architecture for urand traffic. For PARSEC, the optimized architecture has between 33% to 59.7% better flit latency (for fluidanimate
at 4 VCs and 4 flit deep buffers and for vips at 4 VCs and 8 flit deep
buffers, respectively). Averaging all benchmarks, the optimized
architecture offers 41% to 53% better flit latency.
The pseudo-mesochronous router comes at costs. First, area
and power are worse than the proposed architecture because the
synchronization logic is complex; at least 58.4% additional area is
required (see above). Second, the synchronization logic is complex
in physical design and thus poses a severe challenge for system
integration. Third, the pseudo-mesochronous router requires to use
ZXYZ routing [12], which increases the load on the digital layer
considerably. Thus, the network saturates faster as shown in Fig. 5.
The results in Fig. 6 show that the performance benefits for the
pseudo-mesochronous router demonstrated in [12] depend on the
application. Since it targets Vision-SoCs, it may not be favorable in
other scenarios than presented here.
To summarize, the optimized router offers consistently a better
flit latency than the pseudo-mesochronous router for the benchmarks evaluated. Moreover, it saturates slower and offers smaller
area and lower power. Therefore, the proposed solution is a more
efficient architecture for a wider range of applications.

(d) 8 VCs, buffer depth of 8 flits

Figure 6: Flit latency for PARSEC benchmarks (8x4x2 NoC).
average latency, cf. Fig. 5. While this is clearly a large performance
degradation, the optimized architectures still offers a 50% better
maximum achievable throughput. To further analyze the impact
of the traffic pattern, we use PARSEC benchmarks. Here, the flit
latency of the optimized router offers in worst case 55% reduced (for
ferret at 4 VCs and 4 flit deep buffers) and in best case 18% improved
(for vips with 4 VCs and 8 flits deep buffers). Averaging over all
benchmarks, the flits latency of the optimized network architecture
is between 4.5% to 31.5% worse.
Although the performance results comparing the optimized and
the asynchronous architecture are ambiguous, the area savings of

Conclusion

The maximum achievable clock speed of the identical router architecture in heterogeneous 3D ICs varies with manufacturing
technology. Conventional synchronous network architectures are
limited in performance while asynchronous network architectures
yield large practical overheads. In this work, a simple yet striking architectural optimization for 3D NoCs in heterogeneous 3D
ICs is proposed to tackle the problem. The clock frequency of the
routers in the less-scaled or mixed signal layers can be increased
by using VC-less routers. This allows to close down the frequency
gap at reduced implementation costs. Specifically, in comparison to
a homogeneous synchronous baseline, the proposed architecture
shows 6.1%-46.9% better average flit latency, 50% better throughput
at 48.1%-57.9% reduced area and 4.4%-37.7% reduced power (for
exemplary 8×8×2 NoCs with 4 or 8 VCs and 4 or 8 flit deep buffers).
In comparison to a homogeneous asynchronous architecture, the
average flit latency difference depends on the application; an 31.5%
loss to an improvement of up to 4.5% can be observed on average.
Furthermore, the proposed architecture achieves 50% better maximum throughput, reduces area by at least 48%, reduces power by at
least 4.4% and removes the need for a complex physical design of a
synchronization logic, in which the cost are not included to evaluate
conservatively. Finally, in comparison to a pseudo-mesochronous
router architecture, the proposed optimized architecture achieves
30.4%-51.5% better average flit latency, and at least 58.4% better area.
Furthermore, the simpler physical design complexity is reduced so
that one can either reduce the number of vertical links to improve
yield or implement a simpler clock network with less clock regions.

Bridging the Frequency Gap in Heterogeneous 3D SoCs through Technology-Specific NoC Router Architectures
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